Summer Holiday Homework of grade 4
1 English

2 Hindi

1. Make 10 simple sentences and change
them into question sentences and
negative sentences.
2. Make a list of 10- 10 words from both
ch 1 and ch 2 of new images and
arrange them in alphabetical order.
3. Write a short story of your choice and
make 5 questions from the story and
write the answers of those questions
also.
*note* All the English Holiday homework
should be there in your language copy.
(1) ह द
िं ी की मात्राओिं(स्वर)को एक सिंदर मॉडल
के माध्यम से समझाए।
(2)Hindi writing Pg-3,4,5,6,7

(3)एक क ानी ललखिए(any sheet or any
chart paper)एविं चित्र के माध्यम से उसे
3 Maths

4 S.st

समझाइए।
Draw all the angles in a white chart
paper- ●Acute Angle
● Right Angle
●Obtuse Angle
●Straight Angle
● Complete Angle
Revise Ch-1,2 & 3
1. Prepare a chart of India's map and
mark all the states and capitals on it.
2. Fill a thematic map showing the soil
types of India
(Map given in Social Studies book page
number 7)
3. give the answer of following questions
in your Social Studies notebook and
paste the Maps along with the question.
1. name the state which has desert soil
(India)?
2.what kind of soil does Ladakh have?

3.what colour has been used to show
black soil in the map?
4.what is the type of soil found in your
state?
do all the work in your social Studies
notebook.
5 Science

1.Draw a diagram on photosynthesis and
label it on sheet of paper.
2 .Paste the pictures of terrestrial plants
around us on sheet of paper.
*NOTE A4 Size sheet.*
6 Computer Draw or paste a Computer and its part in
A4 Size sheet and label it.
Type advantages of Computer in MS
Word and click the picture and send it to
computer teacher(Ms Nagma)
7 Arts
Do all holiday art work in art file only
1)Fish in madhubani paintingPg- 18 in your art book. 2)Draw the.
fish in your art file , colour it perfectly
with crayon colours and make outlines
with sketch pens.

8 G.K

3)Scraclet macaw, on page no-9 , draw it
in art file and colours it with pencil
colours.
Chapter 7-13
(Pg no.-12to19)

